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SFOD-D (Delta) was carrying the Glock 22 with 
RTF2 frame and FDE-colored magazines with 
plus-two-capacity baseplates starting in the mid-
2000s following his retirement.

Besides the low-production RTF2 frame, Vick-
ers’ Glock pistols are enhanced with Vickers Elite 
components, which had been developed years 
prior as aftermarket parts produced by Tan-
goDown (tangodown.com). The parts include 
an extended magazine catch, Vickers’ dimpled 
magazine baseplate, and a flared slide-stop lever. 
The package also features a Vickers Elite Bat-
tlesight manufactured by Wilson Combat with 
Vickers’ thin-bladed front sight with gold bead. 
These parts are delivered in the box with each 
pistol as a supplement to various LAV-serialized 
Glock models for local dealers to install. In 2018, 
Lipsey’s began offering a limited run of Gen3 
Glock 17 and 19s with RTF2 frames colored 
in flat dark earth, and the offerings continue to 
expand to other models with Vickers’ input.

Enter Wilson Combat If you study up on the 
history of practical pistol shooting and how it 
impacted skill and equipment development, 
you’ll recognize many of the same famous names 
in the circle of Vickers’ friends: Ken Hackathorn, 
Rob Leatham and Bill Wilson. Prior to Wilson 
Combat, Wilson was a champion shooter and 
pistolsmith going back to the 1980s. In 1996, 
Wilson, Hackathorn and Vickers were among 
the founding members of the International De-
fensive Pistol Association (IDPA).

Vickers teamed again with Wilson in 2018 
and created the Vickers Elite Package for Glock 
pistols. Through Wilson Combat, Vickers asserts 
his belief that a Glock is the finest choice for 
a polymer-framed general-issue handgun, and 
the Gen5-series in 9mm is now the best of that 
brand. However, he also believed that certain 
treatments could make it better.

Wilson Combat’s gunsmiths take the Gen5 
pistol and laser stipple the Vickers Elite pattern 
around the grip, adding touchpoints to the 
frame above the triggerguard. For this article, I 
ordered the G45, which features a compact G19 
slide atop the larger-capacity G17 frame.

Vickers told the class, “You have to make a 
concentrated effort to pull the trigger straight to 
the rear.” I’d say that if the trigger is as good as 
the one on this G45, that’s likely not a problem. 
Wilson gives these pistols a so-called “duty-
action tune” complete with Vickers’ TangoDown 
flat-faced trigger. (Let’s pause for emphasis.) 
I will argue that Wilsons’ effort produced the 
best trigger available for any Glock. If you want 

◀ THE HEEL of 

the Glock’s frame 

is filled with the 

Vickers Elite grip 

plug. Vickers’ 

basepads are 

also added to the 

three magazines.

◀ THE POLY-

MER FRAME is 

laser stippled 

for control. The 

magazine release 

is the excellent 

TangoDown/Vick-

ers Elite unit.

◀ GLOCK’S 

GEN5 BARREL is 

the most accu-

rate to date, and 

Wilson’s trigger 

job does much 

to aid shooters 

in realizing its 

potential.

◀ TOP-SIDE 

SLIDE SERRA-

TIONS guide the 

eye toward the 

front sight. In 

this optic-ready 

build, tall sights 

cowitnessed with 

the red dot.
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to know what the accuracy potential of the 
lauded Glock Gen5 Match barrel is, you have 
to experience Wilson’s trigger work. Saying 
that it measured 4 pounds on a gauge does not 
describe the short takeup, the wall that breaks 
like a proverbial glass rod or the quarter inch of 
travel that follows in reset. One-and-a-half-inch 
five-shot groups are possible from 25 yards on a 
bench if you can do your part.

As with Vickers’ limited-edition models, the 
Wilson Combat Vickers Elite Glock includes Tan-
goDown’s magazine release, grip plug, basepads 
on three magazines, trigger pad and slide stop. 
The difference is that it’s not a dealer installing 
these parts. One of Wilson Combat’s gunsmiths 
builds each gun before thoroughly testing it to 
verify its superior trigger, accuracy and reliability.

On top of the slide are five longitudinal 
serrations forward and behind the ejection port. 
This is reminiscent of the old-school serrations a 
shooter would find on a custom bullseye pistol 
to reduce glare. It’s a subtle touch that enhances 
the Glock pistols as much as the forward slide 
serrations introduced on the Gen5. Wilson’s 
slidework is complete with the installation of 
Vickers Tactical blacked-out Battlesight at the 
rear with U-Notch, and typically a green fiber-
optic in the thin, front blade.

Unique to my order were a set of Trijicon 
suppressor-height sights, which were necessary 
because I also requested my G45 to be fitted 
with the new Aimpoint ACRO P-2. The shark-
fin front sight was a compromise to cowitness 
with the rear within the ACRO’s window. On 
the range, the combination worked great, but it 
does require attention to the sight groove with 
your holster selection.

Aimpoint ACRO P-2 Wilson Combat doesn’t 
offer the Vickers Elite Package for Glock pistols 
with an Aimpoint ACRO, but it should. Vickers 
personally approved of the ACRO and I’ve seen 
one installed on the same Wilson Combat model 
that inspired this build.

“Red-dot-sight pistols are the future, and 
they’re here to stay,” Vickers said. “But there’s 
definitely a learning curve to it. If you raise your 
game with a red-dot sight and go back to using 
irons, your standard sights will appear rock 
steady, so that’s a plus.”

Though Glock offers MOS models with adapt-
er plates, Vickers explained that he prefers hav-
ing a gunsmith machine the slide to accept a red 
dot. I do, too. The advantage to using an ACRO 
over another red dot sight? There are many.

The ACRO attaches by a rail grabber clamp 

▶ WILSON’S 

GUNSMITHS ma-

chined the slide 

low to securely 

attached the 

ACRO adapter 

plate. Note: Four 

screws and a 

recoil lug.

▶ THE ACRO 

FOLLOWS the 

dimensional 

profile of the G45 

slide. Set back far 

enough behind 

the ejection port, 

cases clear the 

lens.

▶ THE NEW 

ACRO P-2

features uses a 

CR2032 battery 

that’s easy to 

change without 

losing zero. The 

buttons were also 

improved.

▶ THOUGH 

SET BACK on the 

slide, the ACRO 

affords room to 

install backup 

sights. Suppres-

sor-height sights 

cowitness with 

the dot.
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